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ABSTRACT 

The exponential increase in the Internet ofîhings (IoT) has drastically augmented the need for computing 
and storage resources. IoT devices generate massive data that requires to be efficiently stored and dis 
seminated for further processing and decision making. Given this, Content Distribution Networks 

(CDN) play a vital role to store and serve contents through geographically distributed surrogate servers 
in an IoT environment Thanks to the explosive rise in IoT devices, CDN instal lations are also significantly 

increasing. hence, consuming a substantial amount of energy. The dynamic energy consumption of CDN 
resources is proportional to their util ization. Therefore, it is very crucial to design and develop utilization 
aware policies and strategies for sustainable content distribution. In the literature, different approaches 

have been proposed to improve the CDN performance by improving CDN utility in terms of security, 
authentication, and confidentiality, etc. Whereas, these works largely neglect the efficient utilization of 
CDN resources. In this perspective, this paper investigates the fact that CDN utility does not reflect the 

utilization of CDN resources. For this purpose, a comprehensive analysis is performed by comparing both 
metrics CDN utility and CDN utilization, under various CDN scenarios. The results show that CDN uti 

lization exhibits lower values even if the CDN utility is showing promising results. Hence, we recommend 
to consider utilization as a major metric to evaluate the performance of a CDN policy. 
1. Introduction

The rapid increase in Internet usage has led to significant devel 
opments in the large scale distributed computing paradigm. In this 
context, CDN is one of the popular and major large scale content 
providing distributed systems [ 1] intended to provide efficient con 
tent delivery to geographically dispersed Internet users through 
multiple distributed surrogate servers. Initially, envisioned as a 
reverse proxy mechanism to push content to the end users, CDNs 
have been an ideal paradigm for the newly emerging domain of 
IoT. IoT is basically used as a source for collecting massive amount 
of smart cities data which are used for data analysis through various 
machine learning techniques [2,.3]. Recently, numerous applica 
tions have emerged where the users consume large amount of data 
for various purposes, for instance, traffic management [4,5], info 
tainment systems, smart agriculture [6] urban management [7] 
and health monitoring for precision mediàne. 

The massive increase is expected in the number of IoT devices 
by year 2020 as predicted by Gartner [8]. This has attracted a vast 
majority of the service providers towards the CDN based solutions 
either through Mobile CDN (M CDN) or Network CDN (N CDN) [9]. 
The possibilities to scale networks and their respective perfor 
mance by leveraging CDN has been highly demanding [10]. Severa) 
applications have been envisioned through CDN based infrastruc 
tures to improve the overall performance of the network. Conse 
quently, according to the latest Cisco Visual Networking Index 
[11 ], the CDN are responsible to handle 52% of the overall Internet 



1 https://www.datanyze.com/market-share/cdn/
traffic in year 2018 that is predicted to be augmented up to 71% in
year 2021. The reason behind this is the fact that the CDN improves
the content distribution by bringing content to user’s vicinity that
results in optimized bandwidth utilization and improved latency
[12]. Moreover, service availability and fault tolerance are also
ensured by deploying redundant CDN resources.

Despite all the above mentioned advantages, the CDNs face sev
eral serious issues that need to be addressed. The increase in
heterogeneity and richness of content have made timely and effi
cient content delivery a quite challenging task. Moreover, the con
tinuously changing trends of content types and high demand in
streaming media are also consuming considerable bandwidth.
Additionally, sophisticated IoT applications require low latency
and high speed. To fulfill these requirements, the service providers
are installing powerful and energy hungry devices that ultimately
increase the network and the overall system cost. Consequently,
the energy consumption of such systems is exponentially increas
ing. Therefore, efficient resource management in the CDN is crucial
to optimize resource utilization. Moreover, there is a dire need to
renew the evaluation standards and metrics to meet the modern
system requirements.

It is observed that the surrogate servers have lower average uti
lization throughout the year. Majority of the servers remain
underutilized for a considerable amount of time. To ensure the ser
vice availability, content providers keep the servers available to
satisfy customers’ demands that result in high wastage of
resources. Consequently, the service cost is substantially aug
mented. To evaluate the performance of such systems, CDN utility
(also called net utility) is used as a metric. In fact, the net utility is
the ratio of content uploaded to the content downloaded by a sur
rogate server [14]. Whereas, the net utility does not take into con
sideration the overall utilization of resources. It is thus elaborated
that utilization presents itself as a significant metric while consid
ering the performance of an IoT based content delivery
architecture.

In this paper, a rigorous evaluation of net utility and CDN uti
lization is presented. The results present that even if the surrogate
servers have lower utilization, CDN utility exhibits prominent val
ues. It proves that evaluating CDN performance only based on net
utility is inadequate to efficient resource utilization. CDN utiliza
tion itself is the metric which determines a surrogate server uti
lization. It is used to show the ratio of active connections to the
total number of connections any surrogate server can handle
simultaneously. This paper aims at evaluating and comparing the
CDN utility and CDN utilization under different IoT scenarios. The
main contributions of this paper are listed below:

� CDN utility and CDN utilization are detailed along with their
models

� The differences between both metrics (CDN utility and CDN uti
lization) have been highlighted

� We exhibit that the CDN utilization has a direct impact on the
energy consumption of resources

� We compare different policies to demonstrate that the CDN uti
lization is an important metric for performance evaluation of a
CDN

� Experiments are conducted using a state of the art simulator
named CDNsim considering various IoT based CDN scenarios

� We define the CDN utility as a supporting metric to analyze the
effectiveness of a CDN implementation in an IoT environment

� An extensive comparison of net utility and CDN utilization is
carried out

� We evaluate the CDN utility and the CDN utilization under dif
ferent scenarios depicting IoT demand and demonstrate that
the CDN utility does not reflect the utilization of surrogate
servers
Rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the
background and overview of state of the art. The paper presents
and differentiates CDN Utility and CDN Utilization in Sections 2.1
and 2.2, respectively. Next, the paper presents the elements influ
encing the CDN Utilization in Section 3. In Section 4.1, the paper
presents the dataset we have used for this experimental work
along with configurations needed to set up the experimental envi
ronment for performance evaluations. Finally, we present results
and discussions related to the CDN experiment in Section 5, where
the paper has analyzed and compared CDN utility and CDN utiliza
tion. Section 6 identifies the trends of IoT traffic and shows useful
ness of surrogate servers to circulate IoT data in a content
distribution network.
2. Background

CDNs have gained considerable recognition due to their highly
scalable distributed nature. These systems bring contents near
the end users that result in higher bandwidth and lower delays.
Moreover, CDNs are used to balance the cost and Quality of Service
(QoS) for content distribution [15]. CDN providers contact with
content providers for some particular period of time and for a par
ticular set of users from specific geographical locations under
specific Service Level Agreements (SLAs). Content providers nor
mally share these CDN surrogate servers with other content provi
ders. Leading large scale CDN companies 1, such as Akmai and
Limelight are providing services to Facebook, Twitter, BBC, CNN,
and YouTube.

Theoretical CDN models have been developed to effectively
solve pertinent problems, especially in resource management and
re direction policies [16,17]. Utility is one of the metrics that can
be used to quantify traffic activities in a network and can be used
to represent the usefulness of servers in terms of data replication
within the network. Similarly, the CDN Utility is used to identify
the performance of surrogate servers in a CDN [18] and can also
be called as CDN utility.

Stamos et al. [18] appraised the CDN surrogate servers’ utility
and pinpointed certain parameters that influence the surrogate
server’s utility. The authors analyzed the CDN utility, hit ratio,
mean response time, and byte hit ratio. Moreover, the study also
considered several aspects, such as the utility of CDN against net
work topology, generation of requests, and policies for re direction.
The study also revealed that there was no change in peaks in CDN
utility with discrete network topologies, when cache size is
increased.

In case of frequent transmission of files of larger sizes, the CDN
utility increases that has also proven effective in terms of pricing to
content providers. While considering CDN utility, authors identi
fied a performance peak invariant of network topology, the net
work traffic model, and the website model. Surrogate servers
were evaluated, it was found that the closest surrogate server with
cooperation performed significantly better as compared to other
policies for request re direction.

Moreover, a performance peak in the CDN utility is also
observed due to the cooperation among the servers. On the other
hand, such a performance peak is not exhibited by the closest sur
rogate server without cooperation. The performance of individual
server is a key determinant about the amount of uploaded content.

In case of random surrogate server with cooperation, random
distribution of requests creates a plateau in CDN utility. The
authors also observed that in terms of mean response time, the clo
set surrogate server with cooperation outperformed the other two
approaches, whereas in due to high network traffic, the response



time for random surrogate server with cooperation was observed
very poor. Random surrogate server does not consider the proxim
ity criteria and consequently the response time is increased. How
ever, the closest surrogate server without cooperation
outperformed the other two approaches in terms of mean response
time.

The CDN utility and CDN utilization seem to be similar con
cepts, but they do not address the same metrics. The CDN utility
is more about upload to download ratio while the CDN utilization
considers surrogate servers serving IoT requests over a defined per
iod. In most of researchers concentrate on improving the CDN util
ity [25]. However, CDN resource (surrogate servers) utilization is
ignored [19].

Few works consider CDN utilization based models to evaluate
energy consumption in CDN surrogate servers [20,21]. The chang
ing trend of large scale cloud and fog enabled distributed systems
is leading us towards considering new metrics when analyzing the
performance of such systems [22]. Several works have been done
towards consideration of utility as a cost and pricing estimation
model [23]. Keeping in view current and future importance of
CDNs in Internet traffic distribution, efficient utilization of
resources is one the most important parameters to consider [24].

2.1. CDN utility

Stamos et al. [18] analyzed the utility of the surrogate servers in
the CDN and presented a metric called CDN utility. Essentially, CDN
utility considers traffic activity to demonstrate performance of sur
rogate servers for data circulation in the CDN. Several methods
have been proposed for the improvement of this utility. Several
parameters, such as cache size, network topology, pattern distribu
tion request, and the redirection policies have significant impact on
the CDN utility [25]. It is also important to understand the relation
between ”the number of bytes of contents served (by surrogate
servers) against the number of bytes of contents pulled (from other
surrogate servers or from the origin server)”. For a CDN surrogate
server s, net utility cs is quantified as:

cs
2
p
� arctanðeÞ ð1Þ

If a surrogate server serves more content than is replicated by it,
it is said to have high utility and vice versa. Therefore, the param
eters e can be visualized as follows:

e
bytesServed

bytesReplicated
ð2Þ

The metric considers a surrogate server practical if the server
has high net utility. In other words, more content is uploaded by
the surrogate server than is downloaded by it. The parameter 2
is the ratio of the uploaded content (bytes) to the downloaded con
tents (bytes) and cs has value range ½0 . . .1� from Eq. (1). A similar
type of net utility metric is used by Mortazavi et al. [26] for a peer
to peer system. Considering the N surrogate servers of a CDN, the
CDN utility is defined as follows:

c
RN

j 1cs
N

ð3Þ
2.2. CDN Utilization

In a CDN scenario, the IoT clients send requests for contents that
are subsequently forwarded according to the redirection policy to
the surrogate servers. In case a request regarding an object is
received from the IoT client c1 by the surrogate server s1, the
resource is locked by the s1. The surrogate server s1 checks the
cache for the demanded object and if the requested object is pre
sent in the cache, the contents are forwarded to c1 and the resource
is unlocked. Consequently, the request is accomplished in a faster
way. In another scenario the contents required by c1 are not pre
sent in the cache of s1, the object can be pulled from another sur
rogate server s2 or from the origin server depending upon
redirection policy of the CDN.

The activity (of a surrogate server) of pulling an object from
another surrogate server is called cooperation. Cooperation among
the surrogate servers causes in the locking and unlocking of a cer
tain resource in another surrogate server (from which object is
pulled). Once the requested object is received, it is stored by the
surrogate server s1 in its cache and is sent to the c1. When a surro
gate server locks a resource, we say it is to be utilized. Surrogate
server is considered in utilization until it releases (unlock) a
resource (connection).

The amount of IoT requests a surrogate can serve at most, rep
resents its overall capacity. Utilization of a surrogate server can,
thus be modeled as ratio of current number of clients requests a
surrogate server is serving to its capacity [27]. Utilization ratio
(UtR) of a surrogate server s between time intervals ½t1; t2� is com
puted as:

UtRs½t1 ;t2 �

ConCurrs½t1 ;t2 �
ConMaxs

ð4Þ

ConCurr shows current number of client requests surrogate ser
ver s is serving. A capacity of surrogate server is presented as Con
Max. So, utilization (Ut) of a surrogate server s between time
intervals ti and tj (tj > ti) is computed as:

Uts½ti ;tj �

Pj 1
k iUtRs½tk ;tkþ1 �

ðtkþ1 tkÞ
tj ti

ð5Þ

Hence, utilization Ut of a surrogate server s during a life time T
of an experiment will be:

Uts Uts½0;T� ð6Þ
3. Elements influencing the CDN utilization

The elements of privacy and security are very crucial in affect
ing the performance and utilization of the CDN based Internet of
Things (IoT). Besides, there are certain other parameters that sig
nificantly affect the surrogate server utilization. These parameters
are described in the following subsections.
3.1. CDN Security

The matters of CDN security, for instance, CloudBleed, demon
strate that edge systems make transactions among execution, pri
vacy, confidentiality, and security among others. A CDN resembles
a metal sphere for the Internet. Not considering caches at the edges
of networks to accelerate the heap spells of images, movies, and
other data, most of the processes may end without execution.
3.2. CDN Privacy

Uploading content to CDNs is a basic segment for any user hav
ing Internet connectivity. The failure of devices in hours where the
Internet traffic is high, due to several reasons, e.g., malicious
attacks or maximum cache hit, can possibly bring down servers
and stop subscribers to access a webpage or any other application.
Thus, a CDN should have good features for avoiding attacks and
privacy issues.



Fig. 1. A Schematic view for Experimental Testbed: A Typical CON enabled Smart 

City Infrastructure [ 13]. 

2 OMNeT++ is a modular, component-based C++ simulation library and framework. 

https://omnetpp.org/. 
3.3. Network link speed 

The connection duration and mean response time are suffi 
ciently dependent on the speed of the network link. With a net 
work link of higher speed, request and contents are sent and 
received at a faster paœ that eventually leads to the reduœd con 
nection duration, provided the other parameters are the same. 

3.4. Content request frequency 

The high frequency of requesting content also increases the ser 
ver utilization because it leads the servers to establish and manage 
more connections in limited time. Moreover, a higher number of 
requests in small time interval also leads to an increase in ronges 
tion in the network that eventually results in the increased 
response time. 

3.5. Object size 

The size of an abject is in direct relation i.e., directly propor 
tional to the size of abject. The request completion rate can be high 
for a website with smaller abjects; however, connection duration is 
smaller in that case. On the other hand, for the websites with larger 
abject sizes, the connection duration is longer that eventually 
results in increased time to complete a request. 

3.6. Cache size 

The cache size also plays a vital role in the utilization. The sur 
rogate server stores the abjects in the cache. Therefore, in case of a 
smaller cache, a small number of abjects can be served and conse 
quently the possibility of completion of requests decreases. If the 
cache of the surrogate server does not possess requested abjects, 
the contents must be pulled either from the other surrogate servers 
or origin servers that ultimately augments the response time and 
the connection duration. However, with the larger cache size, the 
probability to serve more requests by the surrogate servers is 
increased. 

3.7. Content popularity 

The duration of the connection is also affected by the popularity 
of contents because the frequently requested contents are consid 
ered as the popular. Therefore, the surrogate server attempts to 
hold such contents in the cache. Moreover, as opposed to the 
unpopular contents, the popular contents are served in a smaller 
amount of time. 

3.8. Client and server location 

The locations of both the IoT clients and the surrogate servers 
are also important. The requests made by the clients that are close 
to the location of surrogate servers are responded more efficiently 
depending upon the availability of the contents. In such cases, the 
connections established to fulfill the requests are usually of short 
duration as compared to the ones where client and server are 
located far apart from each other. 

4. Performance evaiuation

To evaluate the proposed idea, we have opted for a test bed as 
well as Internet topology due to the lack of availability of a real 
CDN deployment for research purposes. This test bed consists of: 
(i) a system mode! that simulates the CDN infrastructure, (ii) net
work topology generator, (iii) a website with infotainment data for
consumption by IoT devices, (iv) a client request stream generator 
configured to generate IoT data consumption requests. 

4.1. Sim ulation setup 

The CDNsim [28] provides discrete event simulation environ 
ment for CDN infrastructure. With the implementation in C++ pro 
gramming language, the CDNsim is meant to simulate CDN 
infrastructure. OMNET++ is based on the OMNeT++ library2 that 
off ers a frarnework for performing discrete event simulations. More 
over, a detailed implementation of TCP/IP, packet switching, packet 
retransmission upon misses, and freshness are also provided by 
the CDNsim. Moreover, it is possible to add new policies in CDNsim. 

4.1.1. System mode/ 
Most of CDN issues, such as selection of surrogate server, queu 

ing, propagation, bottlenecks, and processing delays are addressed 
dynamically. 

4.1.2. CDN infrastructure 

The CDNSim provides the key CDN infrastructure and related 
functions of a CDN environment. We considered different amount 
of homogeneous surrogate servers ( CDN infrastructure), i.e., 
10, 20, 30, 40, 50 for this experiment. Each surrogate server is cap 
able of handling 500 client requests simultaneously. Surrogate ser 
vers are supposed to be located in different areas of the world as 
shown in Fig. 1. 

4.1.3. Cache size 

Though literature suggests having larger cache size to make as 
few request re directions towards the origin server or nearby sur 
rogate servers as possible we have opted for a more conservative 
approach. Each of the surrogate servers has a cache size that can 
store 40% of the website contents. Surrogate server cache is 
updated using the standard Least Recently Used (LRU) cache 
replacement policy. 

4.1.4. CDN topo logy 
To evaluate the CDN infrastructure, we adopted IoT based net 

work topology consisting of the following elements: Origin Server 
where the traffic is generated, homogeneous surrogate servers act 
ing as IoT gateway nodes, routing components and IoT based web 



Table 1
Summary of Simulation Parameters.

Parameter Value

Website size 1GB
Website number of objects 50000
Website z for size 1
Content Popularity vs. Size correlation 0
Client requests 200k;400k . . .1000k
Mean interval time of requests 0.0033 s
Distribution of interval time exponential
Requests stream z 1
Link speed 16 Mbps
Network topology type AS
No. of Routers 3037
Surrogate servers 10;20;30;40;50
Incoming connections per surrogate server 500
Outgoing connections per surrogate server 500
Client groups 100
Content providers (origin server) 1
Cache size percentage (of the website’s size) 40%
Policy parameter z value 0, 1
clients. We also considered a tracking server responsible for man
agement of IoT requests and redirection towards origin or surro
gate servers that have cached requested content based upon the
request and cache status. Routing elements are responsible for
connecting all the surrogate servers through backbone internet
with clients. Different network organization schemes result in
affecting the redirection policy. AS level real Internet topology
[18] is used that consists of routing information gathered from 7
BGP peers dispersed at different locations as shown in Fig. 1.

The origin server, surrogate servers, and clients are randomly
attached to a set of routers. The routers use TCP/IP protocol for
packet forwarding and the link speed is set to 16Mbps. As reported
by Akmai International the global average connection speed, in
second quarter of 2014, for broadband Internet remained
4:6Mbps. For High Definition (HD) content streaming, required
bandwidth is between 10 and 20 Mbps [29].
4.2. Web server content

A synthetic yet realistic website of 50 k objects of 1 GB size is
created. Zipfian distribution is used to consider size of objects
Fig. 2. Mean surrogate server’s utility vs. Average utilization of surrogate servers, using
requests.
[30]. Table 1 summarizes parameters and Fig. 1 shows schematic
views of simulation testbed. The distribution scope is affected by
the values of z such that when z increases, the distribution slope
becomes steeper. The value z = 0 represents that the sizes of all
the website objects are identical. We consider z = 1, where the size
of object fades exponentially.

4.3. Web traffic requests

To generate requests, a custom modified IoT Web traffic gener
ator is used that demonstrates access patterns very close to a real
istic wireless sensor network. It takes a sensor readings range and
web transactions are generated as the sequences of page traversals
on the graph. Following the standard way to forward the requests
based on proximity, the requests are forwarded to the closest sur
rogate server. We evaluated our results with a varying number of
client requests (thousands), i.e., 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000. More
over, we use different mean inter arrival time of client requests
(i.e. 0.001, 0.005, 0.0033, 0.0025, 0.002, 0.00125) in order to change
the intensity of overall load as shown in Fig. 2.

5. Results and discussion

In this section, we present results comparing the CDN utility
and CDN utilization. Simulation parameters used for these experi
ments are described in Table 1. We used 10 different seeds to check
the validity of our evaluation results. Our main objective is to com
pare the CDN utility and the CDN utilization under different CDN
scenarios. The intent is to demonstrate the ultimate utilization of
CDN resources, if we consider CDN utility as a sole metric to con
sider CDN performance.

All the results are presented with average values and standard
deviation. We considered load balance and load unbalance CDN
redirection policies. Load balance policies balance load of client
requests among all the available surrogate servers. Load
unbalance policy will redirect the majority of client requests to a
set of surrogate servers. Fig. 3 shows utilization behavior of 50 sur
rogate servers under load balance and load unbalance policies. It
shows how load balance and load unbalance policies work. We
have performed experiments for a varying number of surrogate
servers serving a different amount of client requests. Here we have
shown some selected graphs.
Load-balance CDN redirection policy. With different mean inter-arrival time of IoT
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We evaluated our results with higher and lower loads to 
observe the behavior of mean surrogate server utility and utiliza 
tion. Fig. 4 compares the CDN utility and CDN utilization with 10 
and 40 surrogate servers taking various numbers of requests from 
clients. It shows that the CDN utility and the CDN utilization both 
increase with the increasing number of requests. With more CDN 
requests, surrogate server caches become more intelligent and 
keeps the popular contents. We can say that the surrogate server 
caches have become smarter and consequently impacts the 
performance of surrogate servers because it uploads more contents 
than it downloads. Therefore, we observed an increase in the CDN 
utility with the increase in the number of serving client requests. 
Similarly, when the number of requests increases, there is a 
subsequent increase in the number of connections at surrogate 
servers. 

Augmentation in the number of connections at surrogate ser 
vers increases the utilization as shown in Eq. (4). However, our 
purpose is to compare the CDN utility and the CDN utilization. 
Fig. 4 shows higher values of CDN utility (69% to 83%), which is 
an indicator of decent performance of the CDN. However, it shows 
that the surrogate servers have lower utilization (10% to 30% aver 
age utilization) for different number of client requests. If we only 
200k 
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consider the CDN utility to evaluate the CDN performance, then 
we have inefficient CDN resources utilization Same is the case in 
load unbalance policy as well, as shown in Fig. S. Though load 
unbalance policy presents an improvement in the CDN utility 
(67% to 81%) and the CDN utilization (20% to 60%), the global 
behavior while comparing both of the metrics (CDN utility and 
CDN utilization) remains same as in load balance. 

Results also exhibit that even surrogate servers have higher 
loads (up to 60%), there is still a considerable difference between 
the values of CDN utility and CDN utilization. It shows that the 
CDN utility does not exhibit CDN resource utilization. To demon 
strate the behavior of the CDN utility and the CDN utilization with 
a smaller number of requests, we performed experiments with 
different number of surrogate servers serving 200 k requests as 
shown in Fig. S. It shows that both poliàes exhibit same kind of 
behavior while comparing CDN utility and CDN utilization. 

The CDN utility decreases when number of surrogate servers 
increases. Each surrogate server serves a smaller number of 
requests as there is increase in the number of surrogate servers. 
Serving lesser requests does not permit caches to be more intelli 
gent to keep popular contents. Therefore, the surrogate server is 
compelled to extract the contents from the neighboring surrogate 
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servers. As a result, surrogate server pulls more contents than it
serves. Therefore, its CDN utility is decreased.

In case of CDN utilization, same number of client requests for
more servers’ results in less connections. Convincingly, there is a
decrease in CDN utilization with an increase in number of surro
gate servers. The higher values of the CDN utility are indication
of the higher performance. While, Considering CDN utilization,
CDN resources are critically utilized. Surrogate servers exhibit very
low utilization values e.g. in case of load balance CDN utilization is
from 11% to 1%. If we consider only CDN utilization for CDN perfor
mance (as did in [26,18] and in [25]) then CDN is performing quite
nicely. However, when we consider CDN utilization, it shows the
opposite picture of story. Hence, CDN utility is not enough to eval
uate CDN performance. We must consider how CDN resources are
efficiently utilized.
6. Conclusion

Energy management and efficient resource utilization are key
challenges in large scale implementations of Internet of Things
(IoT) based deployments systems. Since the conception of IoT,
demand for data is increasing with the increase in IoT devices
being connected to the internet every day. The CDNs play a vital
role for content delivery worldwide, especially when we consider
millions of devices being connected to the web. Efficient resource
utilization in CDN enabled IoT is crucial to minimize energy costs
and reducing CO2 emission. Energy aware client redirection poli
cies may help to increase energy savings in the CDNs. Though
the CDN utility provides useful information regarding performance
but it does not reflect surrogate server’s utilization. The CDN uti
lization is a metric that exactly addresses how the CDN resources
are being utilized.

To evaluate the performance of CDN, it is important to consider
surrogate servers’ utilization. Experimental results of the paper
demonstrate that there are opportunities to reduce energy con
sumption by changing the CDN redirection behavior based upon
IoT requests. Moreover, we analyzed the CDN utility and CDN uti
lization under different scenarios and demonstrated that the CDN
utility does not actually address the utilization of CDN surrogate
servers. Moreover, the results from the study also dictate that
the CDN utilization should be considered as significant metric to
evaluate the overall performance of the CDN. Furthermore, infras
tructure size and volume of the IoT request traffic have also been
considered. Even if the surrogate servers are poorly utilized, the
CDN utility exhibits higher values. Conclusively, evaluating the
CDN performance only based on CDN utility without considering
utilization of surrogate servers is an inefficient approach. There
fore, the authors propose to consider the utilization of CDN
resources as an important metric while analyzing the performance
of a CDN.

In the future, we intend to implement utilization aware net util
ity model for IoT based CDN infrastructures that will enable us to
analyze the CDN utility in a more realistic fashion.
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